Minister for Art and Culture, Shri Govind Gaude today announced that Black Box at Kala Academy will be named after late Vishnu Surya Wagh, acknowledging his huge contribution towards Goan literature and Culture.

Shri. Gaude was speaking at a Programme organised by Kala Academy, to mark the 55th Birth Anniversary of former Deputy Speaker, Goa Legislative Assembly and multi-faceted personality late Vishnu Wagh, which was held at Kala Academy, Panaji.

In order to pay tributes to Wagh, a special programme was held titled "Vishnumay Jag" organised by Kala Academy comprising of poems, songs and presentation of various extract of dramas and literature authored by Vishnu Wagh.

Shri. Gaude also informed that the programme will be organised every year to acknowledge the work of late Wagh.

Renowned Poet and IAS Officer in Maharastra Civil Service Dr. Dilip Pandharpatte revealed various aspects of literature and personality of late Wagh.

MLA Margao Constituency Shri. Digamber Kamat also spoke on the occasion.
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